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Introduction

 LG approach is very important in automatic NLP.

 Consists of studying the language lexicon.

 French LG tables constitute a large lexical, syntactic and 

semantic linguistic resources.

 They couldn’t been used directly in NooJ as they are.

 The representation format of their properties is not 

compatible with NooJ properties.
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Introduction

Objective :

 Standardize all the properties used in French LG tables.

 Standardize French LG tables.

 Implement the standardized tables in NooJ plateform :

 Generate NooJ dictionaries.

 Create syntactic grammars.
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The Lexicon-Grammar approach

 Initiated by Gross and his LADL’s team in 1975. 

 A Lexicon-Grammar table groups a number of entries sharing 
the same definitional construction. 

Excerpt of the lexicon-grammar table C1D for French frozen expressions
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The Lexicon-Grammar approach :

Integration in NooJ (Silberztein, 2015)
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The Lexicon-Grammar approach :

Integration in NooJ

 The automation advantages :

 Optimize time.

 Optimize human effort.

Dictionaries automatic generation

(Kourtin et al., 2020)
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The Lexicon-Grammar approach :

Integration in NooJ

Motivations :

 The automatic generation of NooJ dictionaries suffered 

from the non-standardization of all the potential 

Lexicon-Grammar tables :

 The representation format of syntactico-semantic properties is 

not compatible with NooJ.

 There is different names for the same property.

 There is different properties for the same name.

Non-existence of a standard helping linguists to 

define unified properties names.
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The Lexicon-Grammar approach :

Integration in NooJ
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The non-standardization of all the 

potential lexicon-grammar tables 

Excerpt of a table of Max Silberztein

Excerpt of a table of Maurice Gross

Excerpt of a table of simonettaVietri

Motivations :



LG tables properties standardization

 French LG tables constitute a very rich linguistic 

resources.

 List the properties used in the French LG tables.

 515 properties for verbs tables

 225 properties for frozen expressions

 …

 Propose an unified meaningful name for each property 

to be compatible with the NooJ properties format.
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LG tables properties standardization
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Property name 

before 

standardization

Property name 

after 

standardization

Meaning Number of 

occurrences

Tables

NHum

| N =: Nhum

H, H0, H1, H2, … Human or animated 

noun

146 V_1, V_3-V_16, V_18, V_31R, 

V_32H, V_32R3, V_33, V_34L0, 

V_35L, V_35LD, …

N-Hum

| N =: N-Hum

NH, NH0, NH1, 

NH2, …

Non-human noun 96 V_1, V_3, V_5-V_16, V_18, 

V_32A, V_32CL, V_32CV, V_32D, 

V_32NM, …

N0 =: Nabs

| NAbstrait

A, A0, A1, A2, … Abstract noun 10 V_4, V_31H, V_32C, V_32D, 

V_32H, V_35L, V_35LD, V_35LR, 

V_35LS, V_36DT  

N0 =: Nnr Nr, Nr0, Nr1, Nr2, 

…

Noun denoting a 

person, a concrete 

object, an abstract 

entity, a completion 

or an infinitive

26 V_3, V_6-V_16, V_18, V_31R, 

V_32H, V_32NM, V_32R2, V_33, 

V_34L0, V_35L, V_35LD, 

V_35LR, V_35LS, V_35R, V_35S, 

V_35ST

….. ….. ….. ….. …..



LG tables properties standardization

Some LG properties standardization conditions :

 Must have a meaningful name that will be simply used in NooJ.

 Must not contain symbols not recognized by dictionaries or special 

characters (such as +, #, …).
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French LG tables standardization

 Use the proposed unified properties to standardize the LG 
tables.

 C1D table for French frozen expressions

 Basic construction : N0 V Det1 C1

Excerpt of the lexicon-grammar table C1D before standardization.13



French LG tables standardization

Excerpt of the lexicon-grammar table C1D after standardization.
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Implementation
NooJ dictionary for C1D table :
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Implementation
Syntactic grammar for C1D table : (C_c1d.nog)
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Implementation
Analysis of simple text :
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Conclusion

 The Lexicon-Grammar tables simplify the uses of the 

linguistic data and their modifications.

 This standardization :

 Facilitate more NooJ dictionaries automatic generation from 

LG tables.

 Simplify the uses of LG tables  in NooJ and allow to profit from 

their advantages.

 Have a positive effect on the efficiency of texts and corpora 

analysis.
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Perspectives

 Extend this work to take other languages into account

 Add new properties.

 Create Lexicon-Grammar tables for the Arabic language.
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